
Dear Harvest Partner,
This month we’ll be writing about the political system and the changes to come. In 1967 Neal Frisby wrote this

important prophecy: “When I entered my Ministry, the Lord told me the U.S.A. would change its two party
system.” – “THE TWO PARTY SYSTEM – shall soon fold together as one Power. First they will be
divided but will come together again according to what I was shown. Probably “just one reason”
because of so many splinter parties in the Democratic body, that later they will have to unite or change
into one system. Rev. 13:14 – united into World Government. Watch! Money problems, inner turmoil,
civil war, all this will play a major role and for the Republicans and Democrats will come a “drastic
change” as all unite for strength!” (This makes way for church and state to unite at rapture time.) “I know I have
thus saith the Lord, for this shall surely come to pass.” End quote. – In this writing Brother Frisby will explain how and
why these events will take place. He wrote the most accurate description of what is happening now.

Here’s another quote from Neal Frisby: “What an hour and what an age to be living in! We’re seeing incredible
events and all types of prophecy being fulfilled pointing to the coming of Christ!” – “You can hardly turn the radio on
or the television news without seeing or hearing some type of gossip against our national leaders, celebrities or
important people who have leadership in our nation! – The gossip machine has even torn down the influence of our past
presidents as far back as Washington! It seems after the religious attacks that Satan has turned and attacked
every facet of society! What is he trying to do? He is determined to tear down the influence of the United States and
our leaders before the world! – Even some good men said, that they are afraid to run for office because of the unfair
scrutiny and gossip they have to face. So in the future this will allow the wrong leaders to be ushered into power! And
this reveals the fall of America is soon!”

“In comparison to this as you well remember just before its fall, the Roman Empire lived only to see and hear a new
thing! Tattling, gossip and fantasy stories were from one end of the Empire to the other. Combined with drinking, orgies
and debauchery along the same lines that is occurring in the United States. – And as Rome crumbled; so will the world
and, this nation! Although the USA has been a blessed nation. It is headed for severe trouble, tragedies and much
destruction through nature and finally by the hand of man! – So we can expect in the future much more of the same of
what we have seen concerning the gossip flogging of various people and groups. No doubt some of it
will be true and some won’t be! – It is done so that finally people can’t tell between fact and fiction; until Satan is able
to lead them into a fantasy world of what he wants people to believe!”

“It is impossible to list all that’s occurring concerning these subjects! But I’m writing this to reveal the Scriptures say
it is a definite sign Jesus is coming soon!” – Jesus said, “friends and families will betray one another; as apostasy would
be rampant! The Scriptures speak of the tattler in the last days; and about lying signs and wonders in
communications!” – “Also Solomon speaks of the coming of man’s invention, and one that can carry
gossip!” (Eccl. 10:20) “Wherein he said be careful of what one said about the king or  in thy bedchamber…”
Now this next line means radio and television! – “. . . for a bird of the air shall carry the voice, and that which hath
wings shall tell the matter!” – We know electricity travels through the air like a bird. (Editor’s note: the Internet’s
Twitter, Facebook & Instagram) Also King Solomon spoke about gossip this way in Prov. 26:20 – Prov. 18:8 – Prov.
11:13. – End quote.

The Heavens – Prophetic signs (Luke 21:25) – “The Scriptures refer to the heavenly bodies, constellations,
planets, sun and the moon. Gen.1:14-16 says, let them be for signs, and for seasons, and for days and years.” – June 5,
2016 a major grand square in the heavens involving Saturn, Jupiter, Neptune as well as Venus, the
Sun and the Moon! – Major trouble in the political arena as well as global events are coming. It will be one of the
most terrifying collapses in modern history; As well as earthquakes, volcanoes and extreme weather (more later).

This month I am offering Scroll 79, that includes “The Remarkable Republican Elephant Vision” and also a DVD
called “Marvelous Promises.” – This is one of the most crucial hours to publish the gospel message of Jesus returning
soon. Our summer missionary work will truly need your support and prayers. I’ll be praying for you that God will
continue to bless and prosper you in the days ahead.
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All three CD’s: ($15.00 donation) “Marvelous Promises”
“Significant Hour”                                                                Also available: “Faith Declares It a Reality”
“State of Affairs”                                                                                 ($20.00 donation each)
“Sound Doctrine”


